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104 Number Theory Problems: From the Training of the USA IMO TeamBirkhauser, 2006
This challenging problem book by renowned US Olympiad coaches, mathematics teachers, and researchers develops a multitude of problem-solving skills needed to excel in mathematical contests and research in number theory. Offering inspiration and intellectual delight, the problems throughout the book encourage students to express their ideas,...
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Connecting the Dots: Aligning Projects with Objectives in Unpredictable TimesHarvard Business School, 2003
Are you ever going to see the value promised from your company’s project portfolio?

The question is all too familiar. The concern is real and legitimate. Technology and other project initiatives have grown faster than the ability of most companies to manage them—affecting the return on the investment of trillions of dollars...
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The PayPal Official Insider Guide to Growing Your Business: Make money the easy way (PayPal Press)Peachpit Press, 2011


	Whether you’re shopping for clothes from your computer or mobile

	phone, or selling artworks around the globe, you face a dizzying array of

	choices and decisions. How do I pay? How do I get paid? What if something

	goes wrong?





	The answer? PayPal.





	We are—and will continue to be—the...
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Leadership Growth Through Crisis: An Investigation of Leader Development During Tumultuous Circumstances (Christian Faith Perspectives in Leadership and Business)Palgrave Macmillan, 2019

	This edited collection uses a biblical lens to explore how to lead effectively and grow in a crisis situation. The chapters examine topics such as communicating through crisis, developing organizations and leaders through crisis, personal crisis and leadership development, and ethics and morality in crisis. Case studies include David's...
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Say It Right the First TimeMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Master the communication skills that allow great leaders to produce extraordinary results.

Language creates reality. Say It Right the First Time reveals the key underlying communication principles that inspire people to perform at the highest levels. It puts you in command of the new language of leadership and...
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The First 90 Days: Critical Success Strategies for New Leaders at All LevelsHarvard Business School, 2003
Whether challenged with taking on a startup, turning a business around, or inheriting a high-performing unit, a new leader's success or failure is determined within the first 90 days on the job.
 

In this hands-on guide, Michael Watkins, a noted expert on leadership transitions, offers proven strategies for moving successfully into a...
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Understanding Game Application Development: With Xamarin.Forms and ASP.NETApress, 2018

	
		
			Learn to build a simple data-driven mobile game application using the power of Xamarin.Forms, ASP.NET, the Web API, and SignalR with this short book. In it you will build a cross-platform mobile application that targets both iOS and Android, connect your app with your database using Entity Framework, and implement real-time...
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Photoshop 7(R): Tips and TechniquesMcGraw-Hill, 2002
300+ Immediate Solutions from the Pros

Improve your use of Photoshop in Web and print design. Prepare and plan for Web page development and print output, then skillfully apply the latest design and production techniques. Perform simple adjustments as well as complex tasks--optimize photographic imagery, build animation, add rollovers,...
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Dreamweaver MX 2004 in 10 Steps or LessJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
If you are looking to make your job of building Web pages as effortless as possible and need a quick and easy understanding of the technology in order to do so, then this book is for you-whether you're new to Dreamweaver MX 2004 or you need a refresher on everything from simple tasks such as defining a Dreamweaver MX 2004 site to complex tasks such...
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Nuke 101: Professional Compositing and Visual EffectsPeachpit Press, 2011

	The Foundry’s Nuke is fast becoming the industry leader in compositing software for
	film and TV. Virtually all the leading visual effects studios—ILM, Digital Domain, Weta
	Digital, MPC, Framestore, The Mill, and Sony Pictures Imageworks—now use Nuke
	as their main compositing tool. This is not surprising, as Nuke offers...
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The Accidental Leader: What to Do When You're Suddenly in ChargeJossey-Bass, 2003
The Book You Need When You Are Unexpectedly Put in Charge
It could happen today. You are called into the office, and the boss tells you that due to unforeseen circumstances, starting today you will be in charge of a team, a project, an office, a committee, or a business unit. Without any warning (or preparation on your part) you’ve become...
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The Project Management Advisor: 18 Major Project Screw-Ups, and How to Cut Them off at the PassFT Press, 2004

	This is the eBook version of the printed book.


	This is your complete, hands-on guide to saving projects in trouble. 


	Drawing on 20 years of frontline project management experience, Lonnie Pacelli identifies the 18 most pervasive causes of project failure: their causes, early warning signs, and how to fix them...
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